A different sort of poem, "Little Gidding" completes, refines, and fulfills the previous three poems of Four Quartets-without transcending them. By means of a focus on the point
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God would not leave Mankind without a way.
-John Dryden, Religio Laici or A Layman 's Faith (1682) God loves from Whole to Parts: but human soul Must rise from the Individual to the Whole. Self-love but serves the virtuous mind to wake, As the small pebble stirs the peaceful lake; The centre mov' d, a circle strait succeeds, Another still, and still another spreads, Friend, parent, neighbour, first it will embrace, His country next, and next all human race, Wide and more wide, th' o' erflowings of the mind Take ev'ry creature in, of ev'ry kind; Earth smiles around, with boundless bounty blest, And Heav'n beholds Its image in his breast.
-Alexander Pope, An Essay on Man (1734) It is impossible to say just what I mean! -T.S. Eliot, "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock"
The thing is, despite all the denials, facile and otherwise, by commentators over the years, Thomas Stearns Eliot, poet, essayist, and Christian, does resemble his most famous character, the inimitable J. Alfred Prufrock. They share, if nothing more, the great desire to get it right. Prufrock gave in to his anxieties, dread, imaginings, and fears, while Old Possum kept on trying, just as he advised us to do in Four Quartets: "For us, there is only the trying. The rest is not our business. " 1 His greatest work may be read as an essai in essaying: an attempt whose very nature (thus) is conjoined with-or intersected by-its apparent opposite drive toward precision, accuracy, and Truth. Four Quartets is a series of attempts, of trials, edging ever closer to the "still point, " a quartile of verse writings at once ever widening in a spirit of union, community, and communion, while ever-narrowing in analytical concentration on the cause(s) of egotistical narrowing. "Little Gidding" is as close as Eliot ever got to that "point of intersection of the timeless / With time"-perhaps it is as close as anyone can get, short of being a saint, at least. "Little Gidding" may or may not be orthodox. The question now strikes me as largely irrelevant-even though the great work of which it is (but) a part insists on trying to "get right, " that is, to say precisely, accurately, unequivocally, and definitively what is truth and what is falsehood. And at the same time, "Little Gidding, " more than its "semblables" "Burnt
